In this paper o-algebraic complete partial orders are considered the compact elements of which are not maximal in the partial order. Under the assumption that these elements are indexed such that their equality is decidable and the order is semi-decidable (completely enumerable) it is shown that the computable domain elements can be effectively enumerated without repetition. Computable one-to-one enumerations of the computable domain elements are minimal among all enumerations of these elements with respect to the reducibility of one enumeration to another. In computability studies of continuous complete partial orders one usually uses a generalization of Godel numberings, called admissible numberings. They are maximal among the computable enumerations. As it is shown, each admissible numbering is recursively isomorphic to the directed sum of a computable family of computable one-to-one enumerations. Both results generalize well-known theorems of Friedberg and Schinzel respectively for the partial recursive functions. Their premise is satisfied by each type in the hierarchy of the Erkov-Scott higher type partial computable functionals, which means that any such type can be computably enumerated without repetition and any of its admissible indexings is recursively isomorphic to the directed sum of a computable family of computable one-to-one enumerations. The proofs use a priority argument, 'i'
INTRODUCTION
In programming one has to deal with a lot of different data structures, not only the natural numbers or strings of binary digits. As has been dis-covered by Scott (1970) the underlying structure of these domains is that of an algebraic complete partial order. His basic insight was that all the domains we deal with in programming contain some (finite) basic elements by which all other elements can be approximated. If this approximation process is effective, then, of course, the approximated element is computable. The set of such elements with the inherited partial order is an effective domain.
There are many ways to enumerate the elements of an effective domain. Each such numbering can be thought of as a programming system for the effective generation of approximations. The indices are obtained by coding the programs. If this generation can be done in a uniform way, then the corresponding numbering or programming system is called computable. In the case of the domain of the partial recursive functions the computable numberings are those that have a computable universal function. In the literature one mostly uses admissible numberings (cf., e.g., Weihrauch and Deil, 1980; Weihrauch, 1987) which generalize the Godel numberings of the partial recursive functions. They are computable and any computable indexing can be effectively translated into (reduced to) each of them. Moreover, they are definitely not one-to-one: each domain element has countably infinitely many indices (names). So two questions arise: the first is whether a given effective domain has also a computable numbering to which no other numbering can be reduced, except equivalent ones, and the second asks whether the domain elements can also be enumerated in a computable and one-to-one manner. As it is easy to show, each computable one-to-one enumeration is minimal among the indexings of a given effective domain with respect to reducibility. This solves the first problem. It remains to solve the second one.
For some special cases such as the recursively enumerable sets and the partial recursive functions this has been done by Friedberg and others (Friedberg, 1958; Khutoretskii, 1970; Mal'cev, 1980) . In this paper we generalize this result to a large class of effective domains which is characterized by the requirements that the basic elements are not maximal in the approximation order of the domain and that they are effectively enumerable in such a way that their equality is decidable and the order is semi-decidable. The proof of this result uses a priority argument.
As has already been mentioned, computable one-to-one enumerations are minimal among the enumerations of an effective domain, with respect to reducibility, and admissible enumerations are maximal among the computable ones. The connection between these two types of numberings is given by a result which is true for the same class of effective domains as the above-mentioned result and which says that each admissible numbering of the domain elements is recursively isomorphic to the directed sum of a computable family of computable one-to-one numberings of these elements.
This theorem generalizes a result of Schinzel (1977) for the partial recursive functions. The proof uses a refinement of the above-mentioned priority argument.
Both theorems are proved in Section 3. In Section 2 basic definitions are given and the above-mentioned properties of computable and admissible indexings are shown.
In Section 4 it is studied whether the assumptions made in theorems of Section 3 are invariant under the usual product and function space construction. To this end a special class of effective domains is considered which is closed under these constructions. They are called constructive domains. Their basic elements are indexed in such a way that it is decidable whether one of two such elements approximates the other. As a consequence the equality is also decidable. Thus, two of the assumptions made in Section 3 are true for every constructive domain, whence they are preserved under the product and function space construction. The remaining assumption, which says that no basic element is maximal with respect to the approximation order, is not satisfied by every constructive domain. But it is shown that this property too is invariant under those constructions.
As an application of these results the type structure of the ErSovScott higher type partial computable functionals is considered. It follows that the theorems of Section 3 hold for any of these types, i.e., both Friedberg's theorem on enumeration without repetition and Schinzel's decomposition result are true for every set in the type structure of the ErSov-Scott higher type partial computable functionals.
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES
Let P = (P, < ) be a partial order. It is complete, if every directed subset S of P has a least upper bound u S in P. Let I = u a. Moreover, let 4 denote the way-below relation on P, i.e., let x G y iff for directed subsets S of P from y < u S it always follows that x < U, for some u E S.
A subset B of P is a basis of P, if for any x E P the set B, = dl {U E B 1 u 4 x} is directed and x = u B,. If P has a basis, then it is called continuous, and if (x E P 1 x < x} is a basis of P, then P is said to be algebraic. Observe that B 2 {x E P 1 x 4 x}, for any basis B of P. Moreover, note that in the case of algebraic complete partial orders x < y iff x < y, for any x, y E P such that at least one of them is in B. There have been many suggestions in the literature which effectivity requirements should satisfy a complete partial order (cpo) so that one can develop a sufhciently rich computability theory for this structure (cf. Scott, 1970; Egli and Constable, 1976; Smyth, 1977; Tang, 1978a, 1978b; Kanda and Park 1979; Kanda, 1980; Kreitz, 1982) . Here we use a very general approach which is due to Weihrauch (cf. Weihrauch and Deil, 1980; Weihrauch, 1987) .
Let ( , ): w* + w be a pairing function, i.e., a total recursive bijection, and let 7~~ and n, with rri((x,, x2))=xi (i= 1, 2) be the corresponding projection functions. Then a continuous cpo P = (P, < , B) is effective, if it has a coding function /3: o + B, onto, of the basic elements such that {(i3i>IPi~P, }. is recursively enumerable (r.e.). Note that this definition is independent of the chosen pairing function. An element x of an effective cpo P = (P, Q, B, /I) is computable, if Z&x) =dr (i 1 pi < x > is r.e. Let P, denote the set of all computable elements of P. It can be characterized as that subset K of P for which for every directed subset S of B, u SE K iff {iIPi~S} is r.e. Since {(i,j)Ipi<Bj} is r.e., we have that B&P,.. We shall now restrict ourselves to algebraic cpo's. Moreover, we are only interested in the constructive part of such cpo's. Let P = (P, 6, B, /?) be an algebraic effective cpo, then P, = (P,., 6, B, p) is called effective domain. Note that P is uniquely determined (up to isomorphism) by P,, and conversely, since an algebraic cpo is the completion over all directed subsets of its basis B, while an effective domain is the completion only over all r.e. directed subsets of B. There are many ways to enumerate the elements of an effective domain D=(D, ,<,B,B).
Let Nm,=(q:w + DJ q onto} be the set of all such enumerations. In general there is no uniform effective way to generate the basic elements approximating a domain element from an index of this element. But if we think of a numbering q as being obtained from a programming system by some coding, then there should, of course, exist such a uniform generation procedure or, equivalently, { (i, j) ] bi < vi} should be r.e. Numberings with this property are called computable.
In the literature one mostly uses a special type of computable numberings, namely admissible numberings. They are a generalization of the Godel numberings of the partial recursive functions. Let W be a canonical indexing of the r.e. sets (cf. Rogers, 1967) . Then a computable numbering r] E Nm, is called admissible, if there is a total recursive function d with vdCi) = /J p( W,), for any i E o such that /Q W,) is directed.
In (Riccardi, 1980) and (Royer, 1987) other types of indexings have been studied in order to show the independence of certain control structures. All indexings of a set A are interrelated by the following reducibility (or translatability) relation: 6 is reducible to '1 (6 <'I) iff there is a total recursive function f such that di = qfCl,, for all i E o. If f in addition is one-to-one, then 6 is called l-reducible to q (6 6, q), and if f is both one-to-one and onto, then 6 and q are said-to be recursively isomorphic (6 z 4). In the case that 6 and q are reducible (l-reducible) to each other, they are called equivalent (6 = ye) (l-equivalent (6 3, q)). As it is easy to check, < and < 1 are preorders on Nm, and E, S, and x are equivalence relations. By the theorem of Myhill-ErHov 6 z q iff 6 s i n (cf. Ersov, 1973) .
LEMMA 2.1. Let 6, q E Nm, such that q is admissible. Then (a) 6 is computable iff 6 <q iff 6 6, q, (b) 6 is admissible ijj" 6 z q, (c) for any xED, Iv-'(x)1 =K,.
Proof. The first part of (a) follows from (Weihrauch and Deil, 1980; Weihrauch, 1987) . There it is, moreover, shown that q is precomplete, which means that for any partial recursive function p there is a total recursive function g with qPCij = ran, for all i E o such that p(i) is defined. As it is proved in (ErSov, 1973) , such numberings have property (c). Furthermore, they are cylindrical, i.e., there is a total recursive one-to-one function h with v,,(~,~) = vi, for all i, je o. Now, let 6 < q via f, then g with g(i) = h( f(i), i) witnesses that 6 6 1 q. From this the second part of (a) follows; (b) is a consequence of (a) and the theorem of Myhill and ErSov.
Thus, the admissible numberings of D are maximal among the computable ones with respect to reducibility. Moreover, they are definitely not one-to-one. This leads to the question whether there exist minimal computable indexings of D and whether the elements of D can also be enumerated in a computable and one-to-one manner? LEMMA 2.2. Let 6 E Nm, be computable and one-to-one. Then for all 1 E Nm, with q < 6 we already have that 6 s q.
Proof: Let q < 6 via f and define the recursive function g by g(v) = p.x: f(x) = ~1. Since 6 is one-to-one, f is onto. Hence, g is total. Moreover, 6 < rl via g. This shows that computable one-to-one numberings of D are minimal with respect to reducibility, not only among the computable numberings but among all numberings of D. Thus, in order to answer the two questions posed above, it suffices to give a positive answer to the second one. For some special cases such as the r.e. sets and the partial recursive functions this has been done by Friedberg and others (Friedberg, 1958; Khutoretskii, 1970; Mal'cev, 1970) . As we shall see now, computable one-to-one numberings do exist for a much greater class of effective domains.
COMPUTABLE ONE-TO-ONE NUMBERINGS
As it follows from the definition, for an effective domain the equivalence problem of the coding function /I, i.e., the set { (i, j) 1 fli= pi}, is r.e. If it is recursive, then p is called decidable. ) and to construct a computable one-to-one numbering 6' of the recursively enumerable family { ZP(qi) 1 .
IEW o r.e. sets such that 6 defined by } f is a computable one-to-one indexing of D. A computable one-to-one numbering of {Z,(vi) 1 ic CO} can be constructed with the help of a priority argument. This makes use of the fact that each r.e. set is the union of an effective nondecreasing sequence of finite subsets, which are enumerated at subsequent time steps, one at each step. In our construction we use finite subsets A for which in addition /?(A) is directed. As usual, the priority construction consists of a simultaneous enumeration of all sets Zg(qi) (ie 0) and a strategy which prevents sets in this family from being enumerated more than once. This strategy is such that in cases where the finite parts of the sets ZP(x) (XE D) which have been generated in t steps indicate that some set G will be listed at least twice, one of the enumerations of G is stopped at step t. Thus, in the enumeration 6' which we are going to construct there will appear not only the sets ZP(x) (XE D), but also finite subsets A of them. Since the images under /I of these subsets A are directed, u j?(A) = max P(A) exists and is a basic element of the domain D. Hence, in the enumeration 6' some basic elements u are represented twice, namely by Z&u) and by some finite set A with u = max B(A), which means that the induced enumeration 6 of D is no longer one-to-one. Thus, the priority construction must be such that not only the enumerated sets are different, but that for all finite sets X, Y appearing during the construction we also have that max p(X) # max p(Y). Since always u E B,, for u E B, in the nondecreasing sequence of finite sets by the help of which ZP(u) is enumerated there is some set H with u = max j(H). Hence, the extra condition prevents u from being represented twice.
In the following construction we need B to be one-to-one. Since no basic element is maximal with respect to 6, B is infinite. Moreover, B is decidable. Thus, one can construct another coding function fi' of B which is one-to-one and equivalent to p (cf. ErSov, 1973) . Let (P, 6, B, /I) be the algebraic effective cpo generating D. Then (P, <, B, 8') is effective too, Moreover, j? and p' generate the same set of computable cpo elements, and v is also admissible with respect to /?'. Thus, without loss of generality we can assume that /? is one-to-one. Now, let T={(i,j))/3i~fij}. Th en T is r.e. Since q is admissible, {(4j>IPiGllj} is r.e. too. Thus, there is some total recursive function r with IVrcj, = {i ( /I; < r,rj}. Observe that W,,j, is nonempty, for all jo o, since I E B. In the first construction step we fix a class of finite subsets of w by which we shall approximate the sets W,,j,. Let to this end E be a canonical enumeration of the finite subsets of w (cf. Rogers, 1967) and for each r.e. set C, let C, be the finite subset of C which with respect to a fixed enumeration is enumerated in t steps. Then define
It follows that Z is infinite and r.e. Moreover,
(ii) for each finite subset A of Wrtj, there is some in Z with A G Ei c W,, j,, and (iii) for each iE Z there is some Jo Z such that Ei c E, and max B( Ei) < max /I( E,).
The last property follows from the assumption that no basic element is maximal with respect to <.
In what follows we construct sets ARC A,! E . . . and Co5 C,! G . . . and a partial recursive function f such that Al, C,! E E(Z) u { @ } and Aj=dfUr AI= Wrcj,. Moreover, the sets Ci=dfUr C,! will be such that u /I( C,), . . is an enumeration of D without repetition.
If f(n, t) is defined and f(n, t) = a, we say that a is a follower OJ n at time t. In the case that a = f(n, t -1) but f(n, t) is not defined, a is said to be freed (from n) at time t. The equation a = f(n, t) means that at time t and at the following steps we try to construct the sets Cz in such a way that finally C, = A,. Only under certain circumstances we can later on be forced not to follow this enumeration and to free a from n. Numbers which are no follower at time t are called free at time t. In the following construction we shall consider the index n,=,rn,(t) at time t, i.e., we shall follow the enumeration Wr,n,J. In this way each index is considered infinitely often.
The sets AL and Ci and the function f which we are going to construct will satisfy the following requirements:
(1) If A:#@, then ALEE( Moreover, AAp'cA:.
(2) At any time t a number a cannot be the follower of more than one number n. If a is freed at time t, then a remains free at all times t' > t.
(3) C:-' E C:, for all a, t E w. If a has been free for all times t' < t, then Ci-' = 0.
(4) If C: # 0, then CUE E(Z). Furthermore, Ci-' &AA,, for a = fh, t).
(5) At any time t, max /?(C:)#max /?(CL), if u#b, Ct#@, and Cl#@. Now, for a, n E w set A; ' = C, ' = Qr and let f(n, -1) be undefined. In order to define Ai, CA, and f(n, t) for t 2 0, assume that A;, Cr, and f(n, m) are already known, for all m < t and all n, a E o, and meet conditions (l)-(5). We first define A:. For n>t we set A:=@. For ngt we define Ai in the following way: Let g be a lixed total recursive function that enumerates Z. Now, successively enumerate the sets Egco,, Egclj, . . . and enumerate the set I+',(,,,. Moreover, for each c = 0, 1, . . . compare the sets E n(o)' &,), . . . . EgcrJ with the given sets AL-', W,(n,.t, and the growing set W r,n,,c. Because of property (ii) we can thus find an index b such that W r(n),ruA:-'=g(i+ Wrm.c.
Let b' be the smallest such b. Then we define Af, = ,J&,,). Obviously, the sets Ai constructed in this way fullil condition (1). Next we define the sets Ci andf(n, t). This will be done by considering the following cases.
Case I. f(n,, t -1) = b and for some n <n,, (0, 1, ..., b}nA:,={O, l,..., b}nA:,.
In this case we free b and let f(n,, t) be undefined. Moreover, we set Ct = Ct-' and f(n', t) = f(n', t -1 ), for u E o and n' # n,.
Case II. Case I does not hold and there is some index i such that max p( A:() = max fi( Cl-' ) and, in addition,
for some ndn,, or (b) i is free at time t -1 and i 6 n,, or (c) i is free at time t -1 and has been displaced by n, at some time t'< t. (The displacement operation is defined in Case III(C).)
In this case nothing is changed, i.e., for a, n E o we set C'i = CL-' and f-(4 t) = fh t -1).
Case III.
Neither Case I nor Case II holds. Then we successively perform the following operations:
is defined, set f(n,,~)=b=~rj(n,, r-l). Otherwise, let b be the smallest number that has not been a follower at any time t' < t and define f(n,, t) = b.
(B) Set CL = C'-' u AC,. (Because C'j-' s AA,, by (3), (4), it follows that C6 = Ai, after the execution of(B).) (C) If there is some i with i# b and max /I(CfP')=max /? (A:,) (by (5) there is at most one such index), then set Ci=E,,j,, where j is the smallest number for which C:-I c E,,j, and max /I(E,,j,) $ {maxj?(Ci), max /?(Cf-')l CEO A C:-' # @}. (Because of (iii) such a j always exists.) If (C) is performed, we say that i is displaced by n, at time t.
(D) If the index i which is displaced by n, at time t is not free at time t -1, free it now. Moreover, set CJ = C:-' andf(n, t) = f(n, t -1 ), for those a, n that are not listed in (A)-(C).
As follows from the definition, the sets Ai and C: and the function f satisfy requirements (lt(4).
We now show that (5) also holds. Let to this end a, bEw with a # 6, C:# 0, and Ci# 0, and let us assume that max /I( CiP ') # max B( CgP ') provided that C:-I # 0 and CL-' # 0. Obviously, we only have to consider the cases that f(n,, t) E {a, b} and that a or b is displaced by n, at time t. Let us start with the first case. Without restriction let f(n,, t) = 6. Then Ci = Ai,. If a is displaced by n, at time t, it follows from step III(C) that max /3(Ci) fmax p(Cl,). Otherwise, we have that max /?(C'-') # max /I(Ci) and C: = C:-'. Let us next consider the case that f(n,, t)$ {a, b} and, without restriction, b is displaced by n, at time t. As follows from our inductive assumption, a cannot be displaced too by n, at time t in this case. Hence C: = CJ-' and max /?(CL) # max j(C:-'), which shows that (5) holds also in this case.
Let us see which further properties the above constructed sets have. First note that C, # a, for each a E o. The reason is that Af, # 0, for all t Z 0, and every a will become a follower in step III(A), since the family ( Wr(j))IEw is infinite. Moreover, we have (6) Each number can be displaced only finitely often.
Assume that a is displaced at time t and is not free at time t -1. Then a is free at time t, because of (D), and it remains free at all later times, by (2). Now suppose that a is again displaced, by n,, at some later time m > t. As we have already seen, a is free at time m -1. If in addition a < n, or if a has been displaced before, at some earlier time than m, then Case II holds. This is impossible, since Case III already holds. Thus, at all later times m, a can only be displaced by numbers n, <a and by each such number at most once. This shows that a can be displaced only finitely often.
(7) U /3(C,) exists in D, for each a E co.
If C, is finite, then C, = CA, for some t. Thus C, E E(Z), which implies that fl(C,) is directed. Therefore u /?(C,) exists in D. If, on the other hand, C, is infinite, then for infinitely many t, C:-' # Ct. This can only happen, if CL is constructed according to Case III(B) (b = a) or if a is displaced by n, at time t. By (6) a can be displaced only finitely often. It follows that in the construction of C, Case III(B) with a = f(n,, t) appears for infinitely many t. Since a cannot be the follower of different numbers, there is some n such that for infinitely many t, n = n,, and hence a = f(n, t) and CL = Ai. Thus, from some time t, a is the follower of n and Let us assume that a # b, but U /I( C,) = U /I( C,). If C, and Cb are both infinite, by (7) there exist numbers i and j with C, = Ai = W+), Cb = Aj = Wr(j), /J /?(C,) = I]~, and U /3(C,) = q. Then it follows from U j?(C,) = U /?(C,) that C,= Wrcij = Wrcj, = Cb. Since from some time t,, a is the constant follower of i and b is the constant follower of j and, since moreover a # 6, we have that i # j too. Let i< j. Then it follows from A i = Ai that from some time t i for all t > t i, (0, 1, ..., b}nA~=(O,l,...,b}nA; Now, choose t such that n,=j, t > t,, and t > t,. Then Case I holds at time t, which implies that b has to be freed at this time, contradicting the fact that b is a constant follower ofj from time t,. In the case that C, and Cb are infinite we therefore have that U /?( C,) # U /I( C,).
If C, and Cb are both finite, there is some t such that C, = CA and Cb = CL. Hence our assumption contradicts property (5).
If, finally, only one of both sets is finite, say C,, then there is some t with C, = Cr, for all t" 2 t, and some j with Cb = Aj = Wrci,. Since U j?(C,) = max /I(Ci) E B in this case, it follows from our assumption that /J p(C,) E B(Aj). Thus, there is some t' 2 t such that U /?(C,) E P(A;') = fi(Ci), from which we obtain that max fi( Cd) = U p( C,) = max j(Af') = max p( Cl), contradicting property (5).
(9) For each x E D there is some a with x = U j?(C,).
Let m be the smallest index of x with respect to q. Then x= q, = u P(A,,,) and for all m' <m u /?(A,,) = qrnP #q,,, = u /?(A,). Hence, there is some I such that for all t', t" 2 i and m' < m, max /?(A$) # max /?(A:).
(
From qrn8 # qrn we obtain that A,. #A,. Thus, there is some c,, which belongs to one of the two sets but not to the other. Let i be such that-each of the numbers cO, . . . . c,+ i is enumerated in one of the sets A;, . . . . AL and let c=max(c, ,..., c,-i}.
Th en it follows that for all t^', i" > i, b 2 c, and m'cm, (0, 1, ..., b}nA$#{O,l,..., b}nAi.
Let i be the maximum of 2 and i. Now, assume that at some time to number j obtains the follower a which has not been a follower before. This can only happen in step III(A). Therefore, nro=j, a = f(j, to), c:o = Af".
Let us study, how CL changes, if t grows from t, to some time v in which a is freed. Since a is not displaced at times t < v, CL can only be changed by operation III(B), at times t at which n,=j, a = f(j, t), C;=A;. 
Thus, if t grows from t, to v, then CL is successively equal to
The problem we shall treat now is whether m infinitely often may obtain a follower and lose it afterwards. A number that was a follower and was freed then, never again can become a follower. Thus, if the question has a positive answer, then at some time t, > i, m will obtain a follower a >/ c and will lose it at some later time, v > t. We show that this is impossible.
At time v, a can be freed only in two cases, after it has been displaced by n, and if n, = m and Case I holds. Since for n, = m, with t, 2 t, 2 i, v 3 i, and n, < m, in contradiction to inequality (1). This shows that there is some time w > i from which m cannot lose its follower. There are infinitely many t 2 w with n, = m. Since in any such moment m cannot lose its follower, Case I does not hold at these times. Let us assume that Case III applies at infinitely many of them. Then for infinitely many t > w we have that m=n 1' a=f(m, t -l), C:=A:, Since, beginning with time w, m does not lose its follower, a does not depend on t. Thus CA = AL, for infinitely many t 3 w, which implies that C, = A,. It follows that x = qm = u /?(A,) = u /?(C,). Let us next assume that Case III holds at only finitely many of the times considered above. Then at least one of the Cases II(a), II(b), and II(c) must apply infinitely often.
If II(b) holds infinitely often, then for each such time t, we have that max /?( Ct-' ) = max B(AL), for some a < m. In this case a depends on t. But since a 6 m, there are only finitely many such a. Hence, there must be some a such that for infinitely many t, max fl(CL-') = max P(Ak). For this CI it follows that u p(C,) = U W,) =x. If Case II(c) applies infinitely often, then for each such time t we have that max /?(CL-') = max jl(A;),
for some a which has been displaced by m at some earlier time than r. Since a number can only be displaced by m, if Case III holds and since this will happen only finitely often, according to our assumption, there are only finitely many CI but infinitely many t for which Eq. (4) holds. Hence, there is some a that satisfies (4) for infinitely many t. For this a it follows that U P(CJ = U BMn) =x.
Let us finally suppose that II(a) holds infinitely often. Then for each such time t 2 w there is some n d m with max B( C:-' ) = max p( A:),
where a = f(n, t -1). Since n is bounded by m, Eq. (5) must hold for some fixed n <m at infinitely many times t 2 w. Let ri be such an index n. We first consider the case that ri = m. Since from time w m does not lose its follower, the index a in Eq. (5) does not depend on t. Therefore max b(Ci-') = max P(AL), for infinitely many t, which implies that u B(C,) = u mm) = AT.
If ri <m and a can take only finitely many values, if t varies, there must be some a that satisfies Eq. (5) for infinitely many t. Thus, u /I( C,) = u B(4) =x.
If, on the other hand, ti < m but the set of values f(fi, t -1) can take, if t varies, is not bounded, ri infinitely often must obtain a new follower. Let us assume that a becomes a follower of fi at time t, 2 w and is still a follower of fi at time t > t, in which it satisfies Eq. (5). By (3) with j = ri we then obtain that max /I( C:-' ) = max /?(A i), for some t, > t,, from which it follows with (5) that max fi(A,") = max /?(A;).
Since t, t, 2 i, and ri < m, this is impossible by inequality (1). Thus, the last case will not appear. In every other case we have seen that there is some a such that .X = U p(C,).
From properties (7)- (9) it now follows that 6 defined by is a one-to-one enumeration of D. It remains to show that 6 is computable, i.e., that { (i, a) 1 pi < S,} is r.e. Since { (i, j> 18, Q Bj } is r.e., there is a partial recursive function p with /?p,iJ = max /?(Ei), for all i E w such that B(Ej) is directed. As it can be seen from the above construction, there, moreover, is a total recursive function h with EhcU, 1j = Ci. Because U fi(C,) = UI max /?(CL), it follows that Pi d 6, * 3t fii 6 max fl(CL) * 3t fli d flp(h(o,tjjr which shows that { (i, a) 1 pi < 6,) is r.e. Thus, 6 is also computable. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
For some special effective domains of the kind considered in the theorem above it has been shown that there exist infinitely many computable oneto-one numberings which are pairwise incomparable with respect to the reducibility preorder (cf. Pour-El, 1964; Khutoretskii, 1969) . It would be interesting to know whether this is true for all effective domains of the above kind.
As we have seen above, for any effective domain D the computable oneto-one indexings of D are minimal among all numberings of D with respect to reducibility, whereas the admissible numberings of D are maximal among the computable ones. We shall now establish a relationship between both types of indexings which says that any admissible numbering of D can be decomposed into a computable family of computable one-to-one numberings of D.
Let (6i)iew be a family of indexings of D. Then (Ji)ie w is called computable, if {(n, i, j) ) p, < Sj} is r.e. Moreover, let GJiE(,) 6' be defined by Then @jico 6' is an indexing of D, which is the directed sum of (8i)iew. If (6i )i cw is computable, then each 6' as well as OiccO 6' is also computable. 
Proof
Because of Lemma 2.1(b) it suffices to construct (8i)ico with respect to a fixed admissible indexing q of D. The construction is a modification of the construction in Theorem 3.1. Again we represent each x E D by the r.e. set ID(x), but now we only use the sets IB(u,) with n 3 i for the construction of 6'. Moreover, without restriction we assume that B is one-to-one. Let t be a computable enumeration of { (i, n) 1 i < n > such that each pair is enumerated infinitely often. The 6' are constructed simultaneously. If z(t) = (i, n), then at step t the construction of 6' is considered. In what follows we use the notation of the above proof. Just as in that proof we construct sets ,411 G Af, E . . . and C: E Ci, G . . . and a partial recursive function f, which now is a function of the three parameters n, i, t, such that AA, C~,EE(Z)U (125) and An=dllJ,AA= W+,. The aim is to construct the sets Co,=drlJI CA, in such a way that (8i)iEw with Sb, = u p(C,,) is a computable family of computable one-to-one numberings of D which is recursively isomorphic to q. If f (n, i, t) is defined and a'= f(n, i, t), then ai is called an i-follower of n at time t. The sets Ai and CL and the function f which we are going to construct will satisfy the following conditions (1') If A:#@, then A~EE(Z). Moreover, Ai-i~Ai. (2') At any time t a number ui cannot be the i-follower of more than one number n. If a' is freed at time t, then ai remains free at all times t' > t.
(3') C:: i c CA,, for all a', t E o. If a' has been free for all times t' < t, then CA,-' = 0.
(4') If CA, # 0, then CL, E E(Z). Furthermore, CA,-' E Ai, for t such that r(t) = (i, n ) and ui = f(n, i, t).
(5') At any time t, max /?(C:,) # max /?(CL,), if ai # b', CA, # (21, and c;t # 0. Now, for n, j, a' E w set A;' = C, i = 0 and let f(n, j, -1) be undefined. In order to define AL, C:, and f(n, j, t) for t > 0, suppose that AZ, C$, and f(n, j, m) are already known, for all m < t and all n, j, uj E o, and fulfil requirements (1'))(5'). The construction of the sets Ai is the same as in the proof of the above theorem. In order to define CA, and f(n, j, t) we have to consider the following cases. Let to this end r(t) = (i, n,).
Case I. f(n,,i, t-l)=b'and for some i<n<n,, {O, 1, s.., b')nAl,= {O, l,..., b'}nA:,.
In this case we free b' and let f(n,, i, t) be undefined. Moreover, we set CL, = CL,-' and f( n', j, t) = j(n', j, t -1 ), for j, ui E o and n' # n,.
Case II. Case I does not hold and there is some index ci such that max p( AL,) = max p( C~,Y ' ) and in addition (4 c'=f(n, i, t-l), for some i<nfn, or (b) ci is free at time 1--1 and c'<n,--i-1 or (c) ci is free at time I -1 and has been displaced by n, at some time t' < t. (The displacement operation is defined in Case III(C).)
In this case nothing is changed, i.e., for n, j, ai E w we set CL, = CA; ' and fh j, 4 = f(n, il t -1).
(A) If f(n,, i, t -1) is defined, say f(n,, i, t-l)= bi, then set f(n,, i, t) = b'. If f(n,, i, t -1) is not defined, let b' be the smallest number that has not been an i-follower at any time t' < t and define f(n,, i, t) = b'.
(B) Set CL, = CL; i u AA,. (C) If there is some ci with c'# b' and max p(Ci,-') = max fi(Ak,), then set Cf, = Eg(,,,, where v is the smallest number for which Ci,-' c E, (,, and max Wg,Y,) $ f max/?(Ct),maxfl(C~,-')le'EOA C:,-'#@}.If(C)is performed, we say that c' is displaced by n, at time t.
(D) If the index ci which is displaced by n, at time t is not free at time t -1, free it now. Moreover, set CL, = Ci;' and f(n, j, t) = f(n, j, t -l), for th ose n, j, ai that are not involved in (A)-(C).
Obviously the sets Ai and C$ and the function f satisfy requirements (l')-(4'). Just as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows that they also meet requirement (5') and that C$ # 0, for all aiG w. Moreover, we obtain that the following properties hold.
(6') Each number aj can be displaced only finitely often.
(7') u /l(C,,) exists in D, for each aiE o. If C,, is infinite, then from some time t ai is the constant j-follower of some n 2 i and C,, = A,. Hence LlB(co~)=LlBMl)=~~~ (8') If a'# bj, then U P(C,,) # U P(C,,).
(9') For each x E D and any j there is some aj with ?I = U fl(C,,).
The proofs proceed as those of (6k(9). One only has to observe that at each time t only pairs (j, n,) with j< n, are considered. Moreover, in the case of (9') one has to choose m as the smallest index of x under q with m >j and to note that the inequalities (1) and (2) now only hold for numbers m' with j < m' < m. From these properties it follows that 6' defined by s;, = u P (C,) is a one-to-one enumeration of D. Since there is a total recursive function k with E/c(o~,i,r) = Ci,, it moreover follows that each indexing 6' as well as the family (8i)ico of all these indexings is computable. Hence, Oieo 6' is also computable. By Lemma 2.1(a) we therefore have that (10') o,,, 6'<, 7.
Because of the theorem of Myhill and ErSov it remains to show that also the converse reduction holds. To this end we once more consider the above construction.
(11') For any m there is some i such that from some time m has a constant i-follower.
Let t be the smallest number with z(t) = (m, m). As we shall see now, at this time m obtains an m-follower, independently of whether it already has a j-follower, for some j < m. At time t Case I does not hold, since there is no n with m d n cm. Moreover, Case II(a) does not hold. Its condition may only be satisfied by cm = f(n, m, t -1) with n = m, but f(m, m, t -1) is not defined by the choice of t. For the same reason it follows that there cannot be a cm that is free at time t -1, but has been displaced by nt at some earlier time than t. Hence, Case II(c) too does not hold. Finally, there is no cm < m -nz = 0, which means also that Case II(b) cannot hold. Thus, Case III holds and m obtains an m-follower h", which will not be freed later on. The reason is that Case I also cannot hold at any time t' > t with t(t') = (m, m). Moreover, b" cannot be displaced at any time t'> I. This would be the case, if max ~(C,$Y ' ) = max p(A :I, ). Since Case II(a) and Case III cannot both hold at the same time, it would follow that n,, cm, which is impossible, since only pairs (m, n,.) with m <n,, are considered. Thus, from time t, b" is a constant m-follower of m.
Obviously, the time t can be computed from m. As we have moreover seen, f(m, m, t) is defined and h" = ,f(m, m, t) is a constant m-follower of m. Since f is partial recursive, there is thus a total recursive function h with b" = h(m). Then qrn = u fi(A,) = u fi(Chm) = SG;,, = ST(,,,,, which shows that via Am.(m, h(m) ). This proves Theorem 3.2.
INHERITANCE AT HIGHER TYPES
The requirements on p and B in the above two theorems are very natural. As we shall see, the basic elements of nearly all domains that are usually considered in the literature have a decidable coding function, Both theorems do not hold, if some basic element is maximal with respect to the domain order. Examples of such domains are the finite ones. They obviously do not have a computable one-to-one enumeration. In most domains we deal with in programming, the maximal elements are infinite objects that can be approximated by finite basic ones. Thus, no basic element is maximal with respect to the approximation order of the domain in these cases. As we shall see next, these properties are hereditary under the usual product and function space construction.
If D, and D, are effective domains that are generated by the computable elements of the algebraic effective cpo's P, and P,, respectively, where Pi = (Pi, g, Bi, pi) (i= 1,2), then the product space of P, and P, is given by P,xPz=(Pi$P?, E,B,xB~,B) with (~i,x~)E::(~i,yz) iffxicy,, for i = 1, 2, and p <i.i> = (/?f, /$'). P, x P, is an algebraic effective cpo too. The effective domain generated by its computable elements is called the product domain of D I and D, and denoted by D, x D,. As is readily verified, D, x D, is a product of D, and D, in the category of effective domains. The morphisms in this category are all mappings F: D, + D, such that F is the restriction to D1 and D, of a computable mapping G: P, + P,, i.e., a mapping for which ( (i, j) I/3/Z E G(pf )} is r.e. and which is continuous, that means, which is monotone and preserves least upper bounds of directed sets.
The function space [P, -PJ of P, and P, is the set [P, + P2] of all continuous functions from PI into P, with the pointwise defined partial order E. [Pi -+ PJ is a cpo. If we take the set [D, -+ P2] of restrictions of the functions in [P, + P,] where the step function U, -+ u2 is defined by (u, + uz)(x) = u2, if ui g:x, and (u, -+ U*)(X) = I,, otherwise. Note that for { (ui,, ~1) 1 1 < i < n} E B,xB*, {U',-+UbIl<i<n} is bounded iff for any Jc{l,...,n} one has that (uili6.T) is bounded, if {u:licJ} is bounded. If {~:-+u;(l<i<n} is bounded, then the function H with H(x) = u {z&l U; g:x} is its least upper bound.
We do not know whether in the case that at least B2 is finitely boundedcomplete [P, + P,] and CD1 + P, ] are also effective. In order to show this and hence to construct [P, --) is recursive, which implies that /I is decidable. As it is easy to show (cf. Weihrauch and Deil, 1980; Weihrauch, 1987) , for recursive cpo's P, and P, the product cpo P, x P, and the function space cpo's CP,+P,l and CD, + Pa] are recursive too. Hence, the category of constructive domains is a full Cartesian closed subcategory of the category of effective domains. LEMMA 4.1. For i= 1, 2, let Pi= (P,, E:, B,, pi) be a recursive cpo.
Then, (a) tf no element of B, or B, is maximal with respect to g or E, respectively, the same is true for B, x B, and E ; (b) if no element qf B, is maximal with respect to g, the same is true for Band EI; (c) if B, and B, contain infinite& many elements that are pairwise incompatible, i.e., have no common upper bound, the same holds for B and no element of B is maximal with respect to E.
Proof:
(a) is obvious because of the componentwise definition of IX. For the proof of (b) let H= u { u~-)u~Il<i<n}EBandletJbeama%-ma1 subset of (1, . . . . n} such that {u; 1 ieJ} is bounded. Moreover, choose u~EB* with u (uiliEJ}Eui and let uy be a bound of {u',li~J}. Then {u; +u',IO<i<n} is bounded too and HER (u; +u',IO<i<n).
In order to show the first part of (c) let (H,, For the proof of the second part let H= U (u;+uijl<i<n>EB, let utEB,-(I,), andchoose u~EB, such that UT and u', are incompatible, for each 1 < id n. Then {u; -+ uk IO d i 6 n) is bounded and H EU (u',-+u;106i<n}. This shows that for constructive domains the properties which the coding function /I and the basis B were supposed to have in the two theorems of the preceding section are inherited under the above product and function space construction.
The assumption that we made in part (c) is satisfied, e.g., by the recursive cpo (oL, <,wI, id,) with ~J~=~~wu{I}, a<b iff a=b or a=l and id, defined by idL(0)=l. and id,(i+l)=i, for i>O. Here, I represents the value "undefined." In this way each total function from o into o1 corresponds to a partial function from o into o, and conversely. Further recursive cpo's, the bases of which have infinitely many pairwise unbounded elements, can be obtained from any recursive cpo (P, 6, B, /?) by taking the set [o -+ P] of all functions from o into P. Endowed with the pointwise defined partial order 4, [o -+ P] is a recursive cpo. Its canonical basis is the set of all functions from w into B whose values differ from I only on a finite set.
These two examples lead us to the consideration of the (integer) type structure of the continuous functions over the natural numbers. The following three conditions inductively define what is meant by a type symbol g and the type itself, TP(o), denoted by it:
(i) 0 is a type symbol denoting w.
(ii) If (r is a type symbol denoting Tp(a), then cr + 0 is type symbol denoting [ Tp(a) + w,].
(iii) If cr and t # 0 are type symbols denoting Tp(a) and Tp(r), respectively, then G + z is a type symbol denoting [ Tp(o) + Tp(r)].
Note that in the usual definition of this type structure the product space constructor x is also used (cf., e.g., ErSov, 1976). Here we consider its Curried version. As we have seen above, for any u # 0, Tp(a) = (Tp(o), E ) is a recursive cpo. Hence Tp(cr) , is a constructive domain. The elements of u {TP(o)CIozO~ are exactly the ErSov-Scott higher type partial computable functionals. { Tp(a), 1 o # 0 > is the (integer) type structure in the category of constructive domains generated by Tp(O+O) ,., the partial recursive functions. By Lemma 4.1 each Tp(o) (0 # 0) satisfies the requirements of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Thus, we have THEOREM 4.2. For any type symbol (T # 0 the elements of Tp(o), can be computably enumerated without repetition. Moreover, there is a computable family of computable one-to-one enumerations of Tp(o),. such that each admissible indexing of Tp(o),. is recursive& isomorphic to its directed sum.
As has already been said, Tp(0 -+ 0), is the set of all partial recursive functions. Hence, as a special case of this theorem and the results in Section 3 we obtain the well-known theorems of Friedberg and Schinzel, respectively, mentioned in the beginning. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS I thank the Computer Science Department of the University of Pisa for its hospitality. It was the pleasant atmosphere at Pisa which made it possible to tinish this paper. Moreover,
